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Sango is the energy matrix that is related to the essence of STRATEGY.

The proper use and expression of Sango energy in the Western world
requires an enormous amount of self-discipline and character.  With living
in the culture of today...one that is geared to short-term gratification
we must really focus our attention on how to see life as a “whole”…and use
strategy in how to be more self-disciplined. We can work with the energy of
Sango to be more charismatic about how we approach what our intent is.
But always examine your motivations and your character before using it.
It is an art-form in how to balance this energy as some people will try and
take the shortcut instead of walking a straight line. The way that a person
goes about their Strategy…is a true demonstration of one’s character.

All too often we have to learn through the mistakes we make!
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If we could just know what the Truth is…and if people would operate with
better character…we would all have happier lives.
For we can be hurt…burned…maimed for life or even killed if it is not
approached and used with great caution.  Sango is often related to fire.
When someone misuses the intensity of the matrix of Sango…scars can
form from what goes awry.  While some scars can be smoothed over and
become unnoticeable in time…others can be more permanent in nature.

And great loss can occur from short-term thinking. It is very important to
understand and appreciate how powerful this source of energy truly is.
There are times we need to work with Sango in order to see through the
smoke others put up in front of us. This can be used to block our site from
what is real…to distract us from the Truth.

Smoke can create an illusion. It can be used to hide things. Smoke can be
used to make time pass while some other things call to go on behind the
scene.  (Think about entertainment type performances you go to enjoy and
how they utilize various forms of screening by smoke)
Think about things like makeup on a woman…by using these materials
she can create a false look to identifying who she truly is. It can be a form
of hiding behind something as well.

Without having your senses in balance…you can be overtaken by the many
creative veils…Only later to find out what was truly behind it was not what
you thought.

Learn how to focus in on the true character of a person or situation so you
have the clarity when you smell the smoke.

Sango’s # is 6
Sango’s colors are red and white.
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SANGO ALTAR & OFFERINGS

An altar to Sango could consist of…
Lava rocks, Thunderstones, burnt wood
candlesticks, a bellows
One can make a fire pit outside and
create an altar there for connecting with Sango.

Offerings for Sango
6 red apples for refueling
cigars and incense for contemplation
liquor/beer for celebration
Add any of the consecrated Spiritual Tools
to bring higher elevation levels of the energy.

LEARN MORE

WEBEX RECORDINGS
(unedited)
http://www.fileswap.com/dl/wQv7nMphJW/Sango_Original_Part_1.mp3.html
http://www.fileswap.com/dl/qxSwFZ2oc/Sango_Original_Part_2.mp3.html
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